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COMMITTEE

activities

CEAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ili 700
meeting iri
900 pm
friday march 10 2000
country resort
convention center san diego
41
111

town

present hsi chu bolick university north carolina fred brady university utah
kimm
USC gail king
USQ
kirn uso
kim
rob britt washington law cathy chiu UC santa barbara joy kimn
brigham young wen
ling liu indiana bill mccloy washington law president
wenling
hideyuki morimoto UC berkeley kenji nikki michigan sachie noguchi pittsburgh
doris seely minnesota anna U toronto ai hwa wu arizona state abraham yu UC
irvine yuan zhou chicago
WORKSHOPS
two workshops
committee approved planning
committee
japanese
2002 either alone
conjunction
plan workshop
materials
committee
committee
chinese materials
technical processing andor
committee
day workshop
try arrange
basics 2001
halfday
half day
korean materials
advanced workshop 2002
COMMITTEE NAMES
official names
joy kim raised question
materials korean materials committee etc
further explored
joy working
issue

committees
appear
chairs

eg committee

korean

official names
committees

statistics
3 year term
appointed
members serving
statistics task force
CEAL
executive committee vickie fu doll
fung yin simpson want put
editor needed
searchable database
permanent statistics
statistics online
appointed
working group should
online statistics
ARL already
subcommittee
help us
charge too much

BYLAWS
bylaws
very general nature
CEAL procedures
havent
constitute
president secretary
updated say anything
specific duties
treasurer
should
example mccloy
appoint task force update them
CEAL website
being taken
posted
web site
committee library

technology
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RELATIONS

anna U

VENDORS

designed
new millennium
initiatives
accessible
encourage east asian vendors make
products
easier
cheaper
hard network
use many asian CDs
example many products work
need CJK products NCC proposes library cooperation
chinese japanese
korean
head
perceived being resistant anna U
vendors
joint licensing agreements
issues
task force look
interested

CEAL correspondence
matters
should write letters
CEAL
special interest
committee
closing
japan documentation center NACSIS hours
should
letters
should
CEAL president write them
committee chair write
letters come
sometimes might
appropriate
mccloy indicated
CEAL president
both sources
noted
willingness
committee
committee chair
letters
said
draft letter
may sometimes ask
write
apologized
sometimes
letters
getting
asked
timely fashion
gets behind correspondence
committee chairs remind him

moto asked
hideyuki mori
morimoto
morl

E
EHELP
HELP DESK

SCHOLARS

gail king discussed

electronic help desk
east asian studies scholars
need
east asian collection available
especially those living
working areas where
findings
asked look
report back
executive committee

public services
link
website
committee
cathy chiu mentioned
K 12 perhaps
something similar
should
kAsia
asian information center
asdasia
askasia
scholars

DISCUSSED DUE

AGENDA ITEMS
1

2
3

rotation

submitted

our websites
web sites

LACK

reference questions

TIME

committee meeting times

possibility

should

many people coming

already

having

journal

membership committee

east asian libraries JEAL

doris seely additions

corrections
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refereed journal
burnal
ournal

executive committee
teel
Commit

COMMITTEE

JAPANESE MATERIALS
annual meeting
9 march 2000

111
pacific salon EG
III
ili town & country hotel
san diego california

resort

began
meeting order 1045 AM
CJM chair hideyuki morimoto called
introducing members CJM
present frank L chance recorder toshie marra
distributed
kuniko yamada mcvey several handouts
1

kyoto university digital library
scanned image data rare materials
kyoto university digital library now
keita goto kyoto university introduced
containing
project began
1994
140000 images rare materials
electronic exhibition proceeded through digitization
display kuniji
ofkunijo
kunijo kabuki ekotoba
1995
scanning
being outsourced followed
progressed since photography
conducted survey usage
much
conversion files JPEG format
research
find
primary uses include instruction
expected
heavier
how add value
viewing
personal leisure future considerations include investigation
translation
texts
even
modem japanese
service methods encoding
scroll
handscroll
considering scroll like continuous representation hand
english
each screen
considering
images
currently include kyoto university logo
adding electronic watermarks
further copyright protection surprisingly requests see
watermarks
access
actually increased raising issues preservation
actual documents
2

case waseda
japan
baseda university library
inter library loan
noboru takahashi waseda
baseda university introduced international interlibrary
general issues international loans
graphics
program waseda
baseda university along
exclusive
indicated
national diet library
unbalance between institutions
3

international ILL operations

private universities
almost exclusively borrowers
national universities
lender
lend borrowing general much
active japan
borrow much
financial legal issues allowing collection
very high level due accounting
ancient
yen
ARL japan project
payments
takahashi compared
NDL
problem
kurofune
kuro fune ships foreign visitors
dutch colony dejima
Cat though
branches
worldcat
waseda
baseda library system designated LWU World
through ILL
certainly
circulate books even internally
branches do
audio visual
many requests cannot filled patrons want reference works
audiovisual
noted
available
do
circulate
example often users request books
materials
country
even locally formerly waseda
origin
baseda tried supply copies materials
owned
cannot continue
practice due expense
waseda
baseda libraries
US looking
accord
cooperation librarians
takahashi asked
japan
standardization
try help
like
issues payment order forms
like create
interactive
international inter
library loan
anyone seeking
interlibrary
strongly recommended reference
ILL directory
international TLL
interlibrary loan
practices handbook 2nd edition
indicated
producing
virginia boucher
international ILL handbook 2nd edition
interlibrary loan directory
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workshop early japanese illustrated books 2000 freer gallery art
workshop
freer gallery art presented brief summary
reiko yoshimura
US government
heavy snowfall
closed
unfortunately troubled
distributed glossary
workshop
time
hence
freer gallery
professor suzuki jun
way early illustrated
described lectures
bibliography
differs
purpose cataloging
handled japan particularly
books
somo kuroku
Kot
enseki sogo
kotenseki
tokusho somokuroku
handling north america kokusho
somewhat

4

variant
books appear
determining uniform titles
mo
mokuroku
kuroku
used tools
edition
publisher responsible
ways tracking down just
titles
example referring book
establishing least approximate dates production
mikaeshi
mika eshi okuzuke
publisher information
back
advertisements
same blocks through small
re use
range
helpful edition variations
reuse
ereki
cutting new blocks altogether these
umeki block inserts
ireki
corrections
difficult determine what
cataloguers
alternatives deserve cataloguersattention
catalo
cataio guers attention though may
book available materials
multiple copies
changes
made unless
WWW
english
made available
translated
japanese
workshop
5

training program
Librarian
librarians sTraining
fourth japan foundation national diet library librarianstraining
program held
january 17
sachie noguchi university pittsburgh reported
11 countries
sessions
included 13 participants
february 4 2000 tokyo

helpful
session
newspapers
rare books
reference materials
materials
reference works included
particular
added
request participants
evaluations
important materials
handouts personal assessment collections
regard statistical materials insight
distributed
extensive photocopies
digitization
many materials
world rare books came through discussion
workshop included training NACSIS
near future
available through
internet
fully operational
future plans including implementation
discussion
services
great improvement
telnet version
web version
web version NACSIS IR
international
special session
soon
included webcat records
readings
everyone working toward global interaction internationally
cooperation emphasized
matters site visits
many shared concerns including budgets outsourcing
program
special libraries rounded
national private public
statistics library
university libraries
national archive
highlights
visits
library
japan
kyodai
osaka prefectural library
waseda
baseda
khodai
beautiful
national
thanks
paid
synergy
program
foundation
izumi koide
international
japan foundation NACSIS
diet library staff
training program
efforts presenting
house japan

conu
Short presentations
cittee member Reports
reportsshort
committee
bonu nittee

6

year
workshops held
hideyuki morimoto briefly described three
european association japanese resource specialists
international
mentioned
commerce joho 6
japanese information science technology
conference
cooperation
workshop
japanese library resources overseas
rather sad note

library

congress

japan documentation center
morimoto reminded us
shifted
end march 2000 responsibilities
close
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introduced
ichiko morita
japanese section staff
library congress
documentation center program existed
made brief remarks
six years
achieved
said
recently
single telephone
two PCs
beginning
worked make
gave special thanks laura wong
stability
center success
LC subject heading change
remarks
morimoto continued
trade
heading used reference
new syntax
noted
unions
labor unions
specific types
trade unionslabor unions previously heading element trade unions
subdivided
types industries now heading element labor unions follows
1z
z
instance trade unions ixx railroads az
occupational groups
types employees
railroads ixx employees ixx labor unions az1zz japan railroad
japan now split
1z
well
z japan
locomotive engineers
construction workers ixx labor unions az
porters
1z
z japan
Iyo
tetsu roso
instance lyo
iyotetsu
lyotetsu
telegraphers followed ixx labor unions az
subject
shijunenshi may receive
act heading railroads ixx employees ixx labor
optional sub
j ect
1z
1z
z japan az
z ehime
unions az
chime ken ixx history lyy 20th century

ntsrts

noted
brought three issues briefly light two concerned rare books
number rare japanese
existence
previous surveys
sources indicate
problems
museums north america
collections held
academic libraries
TLL
ILL impossible
even viewing
access materials stored individual libraries
clearly
may difficult non members
hosting institutions rare holdings need
NUL
planning include
recognized
national institute japanese literature NIJL
japanese rare materials
union list database
future holdings data outside japan
holdings data
encouraged accumulate
individual institutions north america
mentioned cataloging
NUL
near future
preparation
submitting NIJL
recently developed brief guidelines
japanese rare materials
library congress
katarogu though
katarogu
kanpon shahon
cataloging japanese rare books namely edokiy
edoki canpon
made available through
internal use copies these guidelines
originally intended
catal ogers outside LC want
catalogers
generosity
author manae fujishiro
able help
expanded formal guideline publication written english LC may
marra asked
japanese materials
committee
initiative
project under
LCs japanese rare book cataloging project
issue
comments
participants
accessible through
records
catalog
japanese teams
5300 titles
OCLC under
heading japanese rare book collection library congress
RUN

toshie marra

marra briefly disc
issue
bibliographic romanization considering problems
discussed
assed
ussed
like
works chinese published japan japanese works published outside japan
cases while
sufficient
ALA LC romanization tables
current guidelines ALALC
asked
help collecting items
approach toward
issue undecided present
shared news
nature
cataloging policy
issues
question
support office
recently reached consensus
kanbun
kalbun
library congress
literature classified
japanese literature

benching library rare books
being
harvard yenching
kuniko yamada mcvey reported
june
transmitted
cataloged
eddy harrison
should completed
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received
patrons
number specific reference questions
answers those
patrons
example search
questions
provided
suku
journal Arabe
arabesuku
nono boy project harrison
search
japanese american scenes seattle
finding daily stock quotations
sent questions
tokyo stock market how
japanese professor
death date mailing address
what authorities
find
relied upon
latin names japanese fish
Answers
discussion
Questions
questionsanswers
yasuko makino seconded toshie marras comments
7

reference
rare books especially
cataloging chinese rare materials

need
guidelines
japanese
guidelines prepared through
RLG project

feelings toward
closing
japan documentation center
wong
both
efforts
strong emotional
morita
thanked
reasons
closing whatever
unfortunate turn events
response news
considered gray literature
raised
should
question what should
ambiguity
LC staff taking
does
wanted leave
preserved
represent
issues
solution finalization these questions

akiba rose

express

professor miyazawa rose
ILL ANUL
currently open

thank
Wa
sedas participation
takahashi
wasedas
ILL hoping supplement
begun project
national universities

ARL
ILL

asked whether statistics
reference materials
discuss
distributed
morimoto replied

kristina troost asked
included
nakamura
university arizona
university washington
university wisconsin
Yen
ching library
benching
yenching
8

international
narrow gate

NCC conference
issue
NCC

new japanese materials librarians stand

introduced

washington university st louis
kamada
yokota carter
bazzell
university hawaii
mcvey
benching library
harvard yenching
shirafuji
wong johns hopkins
harvard
de weerdt
marra UCLA

next public meeting
group adjourned 1240 PM
22 2001
march 21
CEAL conference
chicago
2122
2001

er
frank L chance recorder
record
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committee

TECHNICAL processing
annual meeting
thursday march 9 2000

COMMITTEE

town

340 pm 545 pm
country resort & convention center
san diego california

AGENDA
1I

welcome

11
II

introductory remarks abraham J yu UC irvine

cataloging issues
1
quality & access control

cataloging today abraham J yu UC irvine
2 program
cooperative cataloging brian EC schottlaender UC san diego
HKCAN model
3
chinese name authority control
collaborative project
kylie chan lingnan
linghan university hong kong

programs & technical processing activities report
1
pincin conversion philip melzer
library congress report status report pinyin
2 RLG report karen smith yoshimura RLG
3 OCLC report glenn patton OCLC
4 pinyin
pincin conversion what now karl 10
lo UC san diego

pinyin conversion
ili
lii pincin
111
III

IV questions & answers

1I

welcome

reports

introductory remarks abraham J yu UC irvine

introduced
committee abraham welcomed everyone
conu
well
committee web site
nittee
cittee members
nittee
cittee projects conu
committee
bonu
bonu
committee

chair

11
II

cataloging issues
1

quality & access control
quality

cataloging

cataloging today abraham JJ yu UC irvine
well controlled today

opposed quality cataloging
libraries emphasize productivity
catal ogers
experienced catalogers
lack well trained
catal ogers accept cataloging copy
catalogers
Catal ogers
too busy review cataloging copies
catalogers
readily available
cataloging reference tools
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Catal ogers
catalogers

examples

authorized

encouraged

enhance cataloging copies

low quality records

incorrect call numbers
name headings do
match authority records
incorrect romanizations
diacritics CJK symbols
incorrect diacritics
incorrect subject headings
typographical errors
incorrect punctuations
extra space
spacing
Nf
subfield codes
nfissing characters diacritics romanizations
missing
issing
well managed today

access control

same author
utilized
names used
access point
personal names established non
standard romanizations
paralleled
nonstandard
access point
mountains lakes rivers
bridges
hyphen used
consistent
online name authority file
character access
available

benefits

quality

access control

avoid duplicate editing

enhancing effort
speed cataloging process
increase cataloging productivity
reduce cataloging costs
provide quality database library users
improve access database

challenges

how

catalogers

21st century productivity quality

accessibility

achieve these goals
enhance catalog copy rather
accept
carefully review
workshops
actively participate cataloging seminars
consistently consult cataloging reference tools
actively participate PCC programs

programor
C schottlaender UC san diego
Prog ramor cooperative cataloging brian E
2 program
EC
history
cooperative cataloging activities
brian introduced
states
1970s
projects began
emphasis
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united

CONSER began function under library congress auspices 1973 since then
800000 serial records CONSER
members
produced database
catal ogers
provided serials catalogers
associated united states newspaper program
standard
serials cataloging
become
easy use tools
CONSER cataloging manual program participants
CONSER editing guide
cataloging electronic journals
special
recently established guidelines
just developed similar
module
CONSER cataloging manual
law serials
module specifically

national serials data program
CONSER
closely associated
serves
united states ISSN
section
library congress
NSDP
CONSER database
adding associated records
assigning ISSNs
center
control
access identification
catal ogers supply essential tool
NSDP catalogers
serials
established enabling growing number participating libraries
national authority file contributing new
development
assist
half headings
produced
changed authority records almost million
150 NACO libraries
1977 NACO

1988

library

congress launched

national coordinated cataloging
12 libraries
join LC creating full level

program
NCCP enabling group
initiative
national bibliographic records according LC guidelines
12 participants conform
burdensome requirement
unsuccessful due
library congress
practices place
cataloging policies

library

congress invited number

experts discuss
effort resulted
outline plan address cooperative cataloging
focused attention
cooperative cataloging council
creation
redefining cataloging operations nationally order accomplish several objectives
including

november 1992

4

place cost effective standards allow libraries decide what
putting
loc
cata
catalog
what level detail
catalac
cataloc
contribution
simplifying record creation
types
sizes
broadening cooperative cataloging participation include
libraries
cooperative cataloging program
governance
increasing participation

5

increasing

1

2
3

efficiency

data transfer through new technology

several task
cooperative cataloging council pursued these goals setting
1994
council put together new vision
groups throughout 1993

cooperative cataloging

52

program
cooperative cataloging
PCC
process emerged
formal coalition
PCC
officially established february 1995
libraries
agreed work together increase
availability unique
use
records created under mutually acceptable standards
facilitate
creation
information community almost
these records
provide leadership
libraries
400 members
types
now enrolled PCC representing
name
join NACO
series authorities
entry level participants
program andor SACO
subject authority program once independent
contribute
begin tocontribute
contribution name authorities interested participants
bibliographic records
includes permanent representatives
policy committee
PCC directed
member libraries
well rotating representatives elected
nanent
permanent
pen
canent
institutional members include
library congress
british library
national library canada OCLC
policy
research libraries group
program establishes
strategic planning
committee directs
monitors
program standards promotes communication between
library
participants
PCC
addition
secures funding support program goals
community
standards
administrative structure includes three standing committees
focus
conu
bonu nittees
programs goals
training
important aspects
automation
library
congress serves secretariat oversee
day
day activities
PCC operations
CONSER policy committee decided
PCC executive council
achieved
goal
PCC now serves
consolidate
october 1 1997
umbrella organization
two bibliographic programs BIBCO
monographic
formats
CONSER
formats
serial record creation
record creation
supporting programs both BIBCO
NACO
CONSER
SACO continue
late 1996

consolidation
including

PCC

CONSER

produced number

benefits

unified
led voice
cataloging community
uni
elimination duplication between programs
quicker decision making
broader constituent bases
better mechanism address issues shared concern
mission

goals

program

summarized

better faster cheaper
strategic plan guiding

five critical goals

PCC
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phrase

1

timely availability bibliographic
authority
cooperatively enhance
cataloging
widely available
items producing cataloging
records
cost effective
performing cataloging
others
sharing
use
manner

program
achieved substantial growth name authorities
processed through NACO increased
66000 FY 1992 almost 133000
300
increased
10000
FY 1999 submission
series authorities
contribution subject heading proposals currently
record annually
2000 annually

thus far

BEBCO
inaugurated
program BIBCO
monographic cataloging component
berco
birco
training program LC currently 38 major libraries
september 1995
program
original cataloging through
processing

2

maintain mutually acceptable standards
develop
increased production should
reflects
recognition
good quality work

records
come

goal
expense

widespread consultation

library community produced agreement
core level record
core level
essential elements what now called
fixed field coding
record normally contains full bibliographic description
two specific subject
necessary access points including least
standard classification number
notes
headings
appropriate
full array secondary entries
mandated
optional
however
authority records
access points
supported
national authority file

PCC core level standards
core level records
option
defined
books serials music scores sound recordings audiovisual
non roman scripts
well
publications
materials
computer files
including CJK
rare books core level standard under development

production

conducted UCLA
initial tests core level record implementation
case core level cataloging
shown require 17 less time
cornell
comell
21 less
full cataloging
library congress
demonstrated
far less time
conducted
experiment
core level cataloging
full level cataloging
required
result
core level bibliographic record
library congress
decided adopt
serial record division
normal approach
cataloging directorate
bibliographic control
3

values timely access
promote
cost effectiveness
cataloging
catalog mutually accepted standards
expand
catal ogers
pool catalogers
PCC institutions
date several dozen staff members
received general
now providing training
PCC training
turn
colleagues
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libraries
libraries
PCC
members
recently
launched
date eleven
serials cataloging cooperative training program
serials cataloging training sessions
additional 22
held
scheduled
FY 2000
4

use foreign bibliographic
increase
distribution
authority records
harmonize both cataloging rules
bibliographic formats
efforts
international cooperation
presented new opportunities
PCC
capitalized
facilitated these opportunities
national libraries
inviting
great britain
PCC
work
british
both
canada join
policy
library
national library canada holding permanent seats
PCC
governs
committee
exchange
cataloging LC
british library
now focusing
reconciling differences
national library canada
MARC formats
goal
aligning USMARC UKMARC
single MARC format
date LC
CANMARC
national library
succeeded harmonizing
formats
canada
significant progress
effort align
CANIMARC
made
turn USMARC
recently
CANMARC
UKMARC

major move

facilitate

national library canada
cooperative cataloging area
long time CONSER participant
longtime
british library began contributing name
authorities NACO few years ago
recently
british library
able reconcile
respective interpretations ofaacr2
areas except
very few where existing bibliographic files contain many entries
cannot
time
changed

aacr2

british library

addition supporting NACO
active contributor SACO along

several

became
british libraries
international partners

wales
national libraries scotland
joined SACO include
national library canada
rome
swedish institute classical studies
lithuania

1993

american academy
national library

produced NACO project
PCCLC international interests
australia
university newcastle new south wales preliminary instituting
full scale relationship
australian bibliographic network meanwhile
term member SACO
long
national library australia
longterm
begun
south america discussions
national library new zealand
goal establishing NACO
staff
sho paulo
university sao
followed inauguration
few years
year thus
link brazil
PCC international partnerships
increased nearly 15 number

55

5

operations amongst participants
ongoing discussion planning
provide
programs mission
area governance including
order further
inclusive
task groups every opportunity made
committees
BIB
BIBCO
encourage input
library staff many levels membership
catal ogers
CONSER operations committees intentionally open primarily catalogers
likely
cataloging managers while policy committee membership
include higher level technical services managers

following
summary
cataloging offers
members
1

2
3

4
5

6

advantages

program

cooperative

able use each others cataloging provide
participating libraries
access
common
able catalog
items
materials
increasing
number unique original items cataloged
use
predictable
reliability
shared cataloging standard increases
quality
cataloging
cataloging allows libraries develop
copycataloging
increased
increasingly reliable copy
streamlined work
workflows
flows
resolving complex
network catalogers creates strong national resource
bibliographic issues
PCC participants
access highly qualified trainers drawn
peer
institutions including
library congress
development
review
strong coherent voice
PCC participants
recommendations
influenced
cataloging standards
development
review
resulted
anglo american cataloging rules
catal ogers
streamlining
constraining catalogers
LC rule interpretations rather
program
cooperative
adhere standards imposed upon them
opportunity participate shaping
catal ogers
cataloging offers catalogers
work carried
environment

currently

following 28 institutions
NACO file
authority records

funnel projects contribute CJK name

arizona state university C J
british library J
brown university J
chicago public library C J
cleveland public library J
columbia university C J K
freer gallery art K
george washington university C
georgetown university C
government printing office C
hong kong university science
indiana university C
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technology C

princeton university C J K
queens borough public library C
saint louis university J
san francisco public library C
stockton san joaquin county public library northern
california funnel C J
texas aam university C
university california berkeley C J
university california los angeles C J K
university hawaii manoa C J K
university houston J
Champaign J
urbanachampaign
university illinois Urbana
university maryland C J
university new mexico
university washington J
western washington university J

yale university C
others
fully independent while
approximately half
various stages
language
partial independence depending upon
cases
type heading
library congress cataloging specialists chinese japanese
korean continue
collaborate
cooperative cataloging team serving resource persons
PCC institutions working these languages
particularly exciting event

hong kong university

past year

science

NACO training
already
pursue CONSER

membership

technology

producer high quality bibliographic records
plan now
PCC role
membership
next step expanding

further activities support
focusing
asian materials

PCC components

included cataloging seminars

100 catalogers
two day seminar
catal ogers
held
congress special segment consisted subject cataloging
materials

1998

library
buddhist

1999 another
held harvard university during
cataloging east asian serials

special focus

PCC standing committee
standards
held long series
subject including vernacular data records
result
supplementary core
multiple character sets now mounted

discussions

finally
absorbed

pincin romanization
conversion
wade giles pinyin
great deal time
energy staff
library

57

PCC web site

chinese
congress OCLC

RLG various professional associations
institutions
adoption pinyin
timing
pincin
procedures
map
bibliographic files
existing authority

4

collaborative project
chinese name authority control
kylie chan lingnan
linghan university hong kong

met regularly
revision

HKCAN model

developed
MARC format
library congress
mid 1970s
established
library congress name authority
name authority control
non roman language headings LCNA
LCNA database however
vernacular scripts during
rendered womanized
1980s taiwan
romanized
romani zed form without ve
macular
own MARC formats
each developed
authority
mainland china
original chinese script namely chinese MARC format
control
basis
Format Authorities many hong kong
authority records
china MARC formatauthorities
libraries
chosen employ USMARC instead
line
LCs
standardized rules
cataloging chinese language materials
chinese data
both bibliographic
authority records using
entered womanized
romani zed form
romanized
poses major complications
cataloging leading
wade giles system
aim
various retrieval problems
various
research paper
examine
authority control problems caused LCNA
explore feasible solutions
current situation
hong kong library community improve

since

problems

existing
Ex
istine LCNA file
chinese language headings

romanized
romani zed form
LCNA
rendered womanized
morphological meaning
kind word phonetic transliteration presents
result even chinese speaking cataloguers
familiar
chinese readers
above romanization systems may face difficulties
both subject material
identifying
correct records
CNMARC both derived
principles set
main heading entry tag
unimarcauthorities allow repetition
alternative
tive
script forms
transliteration altema
recording headings
authority record may reside separate records
resident
script
linkage provided
7xx unfortunately according
existing USMARC
tag axx
axx
special needs
order fulfill
authority practice
ixx non repeatable
local libraries should codify
own rules
hong kong bilingual society
thehong
therong
LC
dominated
restrictions exerted
authority control

hand

CNLARC
CMARC

hong kong

english
both chinese
official
bilingual society
languages many local authors
publish both english
terms
chinese
bibliographic searching hong kong libraries both chinese
english
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reference tracing link
publications
regarded equal using see
different language headings considered tiresome
time consuming given
multi script capability our library automated systems romanization
become
multiscript
meaningless
redundant
list complications commonly encountered
following
hong kong
use oflcna
catalo guers
cataloguers
association
LCNA chinese authority control
1

homogeneous records
chinese language different

unrelated characters
distinctive meanings often
same pronunciation hence many chinese personal names
bear
represented
same romanization
catalo guers may spend great deal time
result cataloguers
effort looking
contextual clues differentiate these homogeneous chinese
another library users
names
experience difficulties
bibliographic searching
2 personal name entries
standard practice
authors translators
publishers present
names
publications very often chinese authors choose present
transliterated names
traditional chinese order hence
very difficult
determine
authors given family name judging merely
romanization

Forms Headings
english formsheadings

3

mixed romanization

2 different forms
occasionally heading made
romanization LCNA
reduced
effectiveness finding
kind inconsistent romanization
LCNA file
matching authority record

4

different names used

same authors

used several forms headings different publications
ancient chinese authors many catalogers
catal ogers
practice particularly common
west might
names used
same author
familiar
therefore many these important cross references
provided LCNA
cases authors

inconsistent treatment
according
appears

personal names

LCNA

principles defined
aacr2 cataloguers should choose
frequently publications reference sources however
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form

hong

kong bilingual authors found
regarded equivalents
established LCNA do

limited coverage

LCNA
english
further confirms
bilingual nature
codify

chinese name headings

chinese names
chinese headings
our society

LCNA

28
2.8
OCLC worldcat
World Cat database contain chinese japanese
currently
28
chance finding corresponding chinese heading LCNA
korean script
70
very low
chinese personal names
hong kong university library
online catalogue do
matching LC authority records
likelihood
LCNA
even
finding matching headings
hong kong authors
lower

urgent need

honey
hong
hone

kong authority file

original chinese script authority records
many years adding
advocated
east asian library community
united states
agreement convergence cataloging policy
memorandum
recognized
romanization provides
imperfect representation title page form
future anglo american authority file should
developed
recommended
original script unfortunately
permit
storage
display headings
LC rules having
non roman scripts displayed 880 field USMARC
still maintained
authority

users
west without taking
account
LCNA created mainly
complete scope historical cultural development china
hong kong library
policies
community cannot rely merely LCNA especially where
larger academic
appropriate
result
local cataloging practice
own authority control systems
libraries hong kong
developing
solve
problems

four libraries choose

880 field
use
abandon
chinese
1xx
characters displayed
traditional tag oxx
libraries use repeated lxxs
ixx
ixos
ixxs
them do
provide adequate
violation USMARC practice
tag 670
demonstrated
above survey
complete reference information
effective approach
existing USMARC structure does
provide
chinese
authority work

different libraries often choose different authoritative forms

name
conducive easy sharing cataloging information
problem inconsistent
bibliographic information highlighted
bibliographic searching conducted
under networked environment
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worklzroup
HKCAN workgroup
Work group
order
libraries

solution improve
current situation group academic
agreed set
hong kong
hong kong chinese authority
name HKCAN workgroup
establishing union database
Work group
reflect
unique characteristics
local authors
organizational names

1

provide

HKCAISPs
HKCANs mission

goals modeled
workgroup
Work group aims
improve

make them better

2

nature

&

format

faster

programme
programma
gramme
Pro
cooperative cataloging
streamline authority control operations
cheaper while producing

HKCAN
order

HKCAN database

due

varying inhouse
house cataloging practices employed
difficult arrive
needs
single authority format
meets
participating libraries therefore
union authority database HKCAN should
proposed
established
direct linkage individual libraries automated
HKCAN database
provide
enable participating libraries download
systems however
down load
authority
records via remote access
data according
manipulate
individual
cataloging practices
believe
bibliographic searching should enable comprehensive retrieval
authoritative forms under
same author regardless
language
script
same
order perform comprehensive search multilingual materials
undertake
HKCAN workgroup
author
design
Work group
new authority model
allow both english
resident inside
chinese language names
same record

3

proposal

authority models

authority model developed

HKCAN
HKCAN workgroup
Work group

model
lxx
ixx
lax repeatable
ixx
first axx

original chinese script
LC established form
second axx
ixx
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follows

axx
womanized
variant
romani zed forms including
romanized
record
4xx see
tracing
original chinese script
double ixxs
880
using
unnecessary
considered since
ixos
lxxs
880
indexing linking
indexinglinking
support
besides our existing library system
inserted
040 HKCAN organization code
future
record submitted
international exchange
066
inserted
special machine processing might
indicate
tag 066
required
record since chinese script present
source
670
indicate
possible
many chinese script citations
provide
related
well
found extensive author biographical information
available
publications
ideas proposed
based
MARBI discussion paper
non womanized
high possibility
repeating regular tags
romanized
future
880 fields

above design

ill
lil
lii
iii
111

data rather

advantages

model
1xx
second oxx
enhance information
ixx
libraries east
future
west

use LC established form
resource sharing
exchange

arrangement double lxxs
ixos
ixxs
participating libraries
needs

authority record

cater

link authors multilingual publications
updating
future maintenance

using single authority record
minimize efforts

enable flexible cross linkages
kind authority structure
different languagesscripts
1xx headings
languages
first
scripts
second oxx
ixx
between
1
11
english
facilitate comprehensive searching both chinese
single keystroke
publications
1

axx
6xx
5xx
original language axx
4xx axx
many references
well
scope notes
historyscope
possible including source citations explanatory history
original chinese script
authors biographical information
correct record
lead easy identification
arrangement

adding

model B
our library system vendor
supported
second lxx
ixx
lax
violation
USMARC practice repeat regular tags
1xx
presence
authority records besides owing
english
ixx
ie oxx
always direct systematic transliteration
1xx
forms
second oxx
ixx

unfortunately
claim
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1xx hence
HKCAN workgroup
Work group rework
first oxx
chinese form
ixx
come
following areas
model
model B

first

1xx
first oxx
ixx

original chinese script maintained
1xx
second oxx
ixx replaced tag 19x locally defined field
established forms

tag
tag
tag
tag

local authority fields proposed

indicate LC
used

190 personal name headings

corporate name headings
192 conference name headings &
193 seriesuniform title headings
191

used
specifying
second indicator tag 19x
romanization
19x field
scheme used
arrangement meant facilitate international
future
authority data
exchange

setup

4
i

merging

HKCAN database

authority data

initial statistics
100000 chinese authority records
seven local academic libraries
created
average annual intake
HKCAN database
initiate
setup
23000 records
begin
combining
authority records submitted
participating libraries
HKCAN
merging different authority files
participating institutions
then
duplicate records
removed
database successfully

according

ii software development

national central library taipei
national taiwan university library
recently created joint database chinese authority files
software
software model
developed
operation based
developed support
group adopting revised specification
HKCAN Work
software
workgroup
initial design
HKCAN database
HKCAN database
include web
based interface
capability
big5
biga
CCCH internal codes
CCCII
iii

support

display

processing

GB

systems maintenance

once

HKCAN database
made
compilation work concluded
down load
available online participating libraries
then download
desired authority
records USMARC format via remote access
future maintenance
require
larger institutions
extensive support provided
major
following
responsibilities
host institution include
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future development
1

online linkage

HKCAN database

catalogues
cataloguer
ogues
individual libraries9
libraries Catal
9

HKCAN database does
individual libraries
initial phase
interact
direct linkage individual libraries
online catal
ogues since provides
catalogues
cataloguer
order improve
efficiency accessing
automated systems however
suggested
HKCAN records
subsequent model
integrated linked
cataloguer
individual libraries catalogues
catal ogues
long term
tenn
allow authority
down
downloaded
loaded directly online
transferred
records
2 machine produced authority

records

authority work
manpower spent
reduce
time
recommended
library systems should provide command create machine produced authority
records
name authority file automatically based
headings
bibliographic records
3

future enhancement

HKCAN records

recommended
tag 856 electronic location & access
introduced
relevant authors online references
authority records locate
future
extend
conventional parameters authority
boundaries beyond
concept
access information
governed
work
longer
restrictions exerted
traditional MARC tags
4

cross straits cooperation

today
library
records

250000 name authority records
NTU
china beijing
taiwan NCL

created
national
currently combining

new authority database

international cooperative effort among
LCNA built upon
success
adequate support
participating libraries
encouragement
international
reduces
efforts
global library community
authority file
maximize
made available
too distant future
usefulness

conclusion
see
immediate future
increasing trend incorporating
original chinese
varying cataloging practices employed
script USMARC authority owing
successful sharing cooperation
authority work
local libraries hong kongz1za through collaborative
implemented among
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effectiveness
HKCAN database
hoped
enhance
approach
chinese authority work among local libraries allowing institutions conserve
time
manpower
authority management
HKCAN project
hinge entirely
cooperative spirit among
success
participating libraries should ready share
participating libraries
commit
prepared compromise
existing resources
another
ensure
quality
HKCAN
integrity uniformity
guidelines set

database
HKCAN project
means easy
much
establishment
confident
planning stage
worthwhile
project still
effort
libraries hong kong
imperative task
project stands
look forward
participating institutions
encouragement
support
local libraries
resource sharing among
better cooperative cataloging
provide catalyst
hoped
eventual emergence
HKCAN database
region
comprehensive chinese bibliographical database

although

note

complete article

published

february 2000 issue

journal

east asian libraries
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pinyin
pincin conversion programs & technical processing activities report
1

library

congress report status report

pinyin
pincin conversion philip

melzer
six major collections
united states
october representatives
peter zhou representing CEALs pinyin
pincin liaison group met
staff
unofficial daylong
RLG
day long planning meeting
library congress OCLC

catalogs
participants explored wide range issues related local systems
conversion project
coordinated approach
worked
group reached
wie
ile stones
consensus
achieved along
milestones
certain rm
sequence
dates
kime
many
agreement
time
lime frames
major activities
converted advance
display
authority records possible should
RLIN
OCLC
converted bibliographic records

library

congress continues

bibliographic utilities RLG
monthly coordinate activities

coordinate conversion activities
conduct conference calls least
agreed upon
jointly coordinated ti meline
plan
OCLC

PINYIN MARKERS

both authority records

purposes identification
marked
bib records
authorities intended
00807 fixed field
prevent re conversion
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indicate romanization scheme
V
inspected
cand those
NARs
used until conversion

utilized converted authorities
converted
marked n
headings
completed

marked
marker

987
indicate
local field
bib record
appear
marker
inspected
whether
bib record fully converted partially converted
information
converted
marker
include
nothing
forth use
bib marker
date conversion
agency
converted
changeover
pincin
agreement
cease
wade giles pinyin
completed

conversion

NAME

SERIES AUTHORITY RECORDS

OCLC
LC
conversion
authorities along
sent draft specifications
first test
used
test file OCLC plans report
records
conversion specifications being finalized
NARs april
conversion program
may
OCLC try figure
how identify headings
working
how best
should
appear wade giles form
converted
non unique names OCLC
begin machine conversion
convert records
nonunique
NARs july insofar possible authorities
converted before bib records

conversion
results

BIBS

RLGs first test runs
sent

LC

LC sample chinese language bibliographic records

analysis

LC OCLC RLG
finalize conversion specifications
june
made available
finalized specifications

bibliographic records
LC pinyin
pincin web site

RLG plans begin converting clusters containing LCs chinese language
finishing conversion
bibliographic records RLG union catalog august
clusters OCLC
begin convert
LCs chinese records september RLG
Cat october
initiate conversion bibliographic records World
worldcat
OCLC
RLG
return snapshots converted records
RLG plan
loading
local systems both OCLC
records completed
april 2001

conversion

SUBJECT HEADINGS

es
individual libraries
libran
conversion
bib
i

classification SCHEDULES

plans
ongoing
changes classification schedules
library congress
catal ogers
begin july
time catalogers
conversion subject headings
directed use pinyin
create new subject headings related
pincin romanization
converted subject headings
classification changes
initiated headings
queue
end
convent
convert
potentially double conver
convertwill
twill put
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converted
normal channels

day

1

converted authority records

distributed through

CPSO
proposed ending
chinese literary authors
current time period
1949 2000
then beginning new time period next year 2001
year 19492000
end
these
Cutt
pinyin
pincin romanization sample class schedules
buttering
guttering
cuttering
ering based
proposals may found
pinyin
pincin home page

counties
provinces prefectures
currently chinese history classified like
proposed
towns
classed ds793 while cities
ds796 CPSO
beginning classify counties towns
continuing class provinces ds793
Cuttering based
conversion again
guttering
cities
new class ds797
pinyin
pincin romanization
RECORD TRANSFER

distribution

library

converted authority
bib records
begun take steps assure
LC database
CDS database
then
successfully imported
included
series authority records
redistributed subscribers name
CDS
well
RLIN
daily NACO distribution
OCLC
RUN
cdsother
CDSother authority
begin load
products
converted beginning august LC
begin distribute them october
converted bib records september
CDS wants know
sufficient interest
authority records
special file consisting
you
pinyin
interested purchasing
pincin
rarys cataloging distribution service
Lib
librarys

DAY 1I

distribution
compilation
converted
file please contact

ghe GAP PERIOD
TBE

occur
october 12000
day 1 systematic romanization
congress according
new pinyin
library
pincin
carried
chinese
authority records created
guidelines
library operations new bibliographic
transition
libraries
pincin romanization guidelines
follow pinyin
full use pinyin
day
romanization chinese begins
pincin

DAY

1

library

converted authority
appearance
time between
regard
gap period
records our databases
RLG
library along
day 1I
authority records
creation
propose
OCLC
moratorium
headings during
womanized
believe
period time
romani zed chinese
romanized
gap
submission
alternative
either wade giles pinyin
pincin headings during
gap period
cause great deal
estimate
confusion
period
gap
several weeks
two months you might find convenient
define
probably find
necessary
make
your institution you
period differently
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special plans
OCLC
work

chinese material during your gap period
processing
RLG make
moratorium brief possible

NAMES
conventional PLACE NAMEES

library

completed
name authority records
revision
chinese
260 name authority records
conventional place names
chinese
5300 related authority records
revised
conventional place names
US board
forms recommended
now appear
geographic names
bibliographic records
these headings
BGN
changed during
pincin
machine conversion pinyin

cleanupbfm
schedule
OCLC
complete necessary cleanup tasks
work
LC
conversion
name authority records NAR cleanup tasks might
associated
authorities
include 1 double checking
should
convert 2 checking
bib records without corresponding NARs 3 resolving
hitters ie headings
see
references 4 review
remaining NARs
problems
wade
giles form
name authority file
cleanup projects involving bibliographic records following day 1
change wade giles headings
non chinese records
locate
sub fields
locate
may
convert
converted
machine program

information
status reports
conversion project check LCs pinyin
pincin
home page
httphlcweblocgovcatdirpinyin
httplcweblocgovcatdirpinyin
2 RLG report karen smith yoshimura RLG
RLG report
pinyin
released RLGs web site january 2000
pincin conversion
OCLC
LC RLG
consolidated ti meline
following
committed
start
day 1 conversion test result being sent LC review RLG
same time OCLC
conversion LC bibliographic records august
LC records
converting authority records
converted RLG
access fields
records
same cluster eventually description
convert
records
changed
open RLIN
wade giles
just chinese records
CJK forum
RLG pinyin
held
friday morning
pincin working group
formed
working
conversion issues
sent CEAL
request
CEAIL
CEAL appeal BGN change taiwanese names pinyin
pincin
dont
later time
converted again
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3 OCLC

report glenn patton OCLC
OCLC users group meeting tomorrow glenn

since

highlighted

few things

authority file conversion
subject headings

converted manually

LC beginning

july

2000

name
2000

converted
series authority records
redistributed
conversion

OCLC

august

Cat
World
worldcat
begin october 2000
convert chinese records first then non chinese records
converted first since
japanese
korean records newest records
copy
likely
copycataloging
cataloging
used
modified
incoming wade giles
batch loading software
pinyin
pincin
converted
records

conversion

marking converted records
bibliographic records field 987
authority records codes 00807 romanization scheme
service
member libraries OCLC
same techniques
1

offer three conversion options using

conversion

local database
library extract appropriate MARC records
send them OCLC
clean
included
cleanup options
delivered
related authority records

local system

archive records
archive records individual libraries editing done
OCLC convert
included
local system
included
clean
options
cleanup
delivered
related authority records

2

conversion

3

converted master records
OCLC delivers copies
during previous uses

converted master records editing done
local system
record

included

offers

possibility
stripped them

restoring vernacular data
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libraries

pricing

conversion options
available
spring
final pricing
number
conversion
custom quote based
processed
price range expected
20 25 cents per record

4 pinyin
pincin conversion

what now

karl 10
lo

UC

records

san diego

since

decided
pinyin
pincin conversion
should do something constructive
now
instead debating whether conversion necessary
things
should do
1

start thinking ASAP
users

2

do
conversion
bibliographical records easily

complete

possible

move ahead
CJK script OPAC
promote
next generation
Cali fornias system wide library system MELVYL
university californias
multi lingual capability
multilingual
national group

3

4

retrieve

do ASAP

should follow

should adopt technology
should use RLIN
RUN aggregator
chinese standard

same step

chinese

standard

working already
facilitate retrieval

5

OCLC Z client
consider seriously using
pincin automatically
wade giles pinyin

6

use

7

think

example
conform

convert record

automatic translation technology
moving away

romanization

use vernacular characters

directly
8

should change
authority control instead using authority file
concept
cross reference
should use convergent method ie many forms
converge
form
authority record
type
way
broadcast
search
name
system
forms
database

IV questions & answers
Q

how

reports

non unique name authority records
nonunique
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handled

conversion

converting non
unique names manually
nonunique
alternative methods
try look

looked
melzer LC
found too time consuming

karen NACO libraries should participate

conversion

seeing hong kongs name authority project
idea

Q

karen I1

clarification
communicate differently
include non roman scripts
done might
implemented
patton unicode
popular
working

cleanup process

panelists respond

marc21

allow input
hong kong model
implemented yet

oxx
multiple 1xx
ixx fields
format
conversion project

hong kong project unicode getting
mentioned
various scripts MARBI
allow mix
advisory group
multilingual issue

brian conceptually

concept authority control
project interesting
needs
considered what constitutes authority depends
context
geographic linguistic culture etc
therefore authorized forms
different different countries

Q what
OCLC

day

do

still wade giles records coming

1

karen every record exported

RLIN
987 field
RUN
day 1
pinyin
record
indicating
pincin records
converted
987 field
created
libraries 987 filed
used records without
pincin
converted pinyin

pincin romanization guidelines
current pinyin
updated

Q

melzer

should

program adjourned

sarah

same

545 pm

elman recorder
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same

advanced version

